Dear past contact, friends and family; this is my personal plea to you to please consider signing this major petition I wholeheartedly support.

My life partner Nish has experienced the vilest of degrading human rights abuses imaginable in our Australian democratic country. Her own personal stories are truly horrific and touch me very deeply. Until we met I had no knowledge whatsoever of the deep and lasting damage members of the AMA managed Psychiatric Industry sometimes forcefully inflicts upon very normal, good, healthy and highly intelligent peers of us all. These brutal and barbaric abuses are still continuing and are very widespread upon those who merely suffer a normal significant tragic emotional life event that any one of us may unexpectedly experience. I am truly upset at what I now know has been brutally inflicted upon many peers through real case studies of real and good people that I have also now met. This is so serious worldwide, the UN has now issued a declaration stating psychiatric forced treatments to be torture.

I implore you to please now see Eleanor Longden in her (TED Talk) current story. Eleanor is one of the world’s highest achieving Research Psychologists who has been down a path of brutal and barbaric torture and human rights abuse, directly at the hands of members of the corrupt psychiatric industry. Eleanor was merely dealing with effects of externally caused life trauma and was drugged, constrained, hospitalised, brutalised unlawfully; her story is compelling and common; this barbarism is widespread and continuing. Being subjected to big psych and big pharma is institutionalised torture and violations of basic human rights.

My personal view of (what I regard) as this deeply corrupt industry; is that a vast number of these Psychiatric Industry practitioners are truly the vilest money grubbing parasites on the public purse and that they deliberately regulate themselves for gain, via their stealthy political lobbying connections through the AMA and the Departments of Health. In today’s psychiatry, motivated by its mission to ‘follow the money’ to quote a contemporary president of the American Psychiatric Association—“we are witnessing a profit-driven, corrupt industry that leaves death and destruction in its wake”.

This growing recognition of the alarming morally and ethically corrupt worldwide Psychiatric Industry is clearly shown in scathing criticisms of the globally condemned Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-5). This lie of a document in my view is produced and fully deliberately legally relied upon by many of these pseudo-medical parasites to classify good healthy people as sick; when merely suffering normal emotional impacts; from such things as deep sadness from loss through death of a loved one.

Validated studies show under the DSM-5, fifty per cent of western populations would now be diagnosed with a mental disorder! For 50 per cent of the population to now be regarded as having a
psychiatric condition means an institutionalised lying corruption is highly successful in society and you are paying for this corruption. This DSM lie shows 11 million Australians are to now be regarded as having a psychiatric condition! Furthermore; if so these alleged parasites are able to take this corrupt power deeper and have lethal power over 10% of the population. They systematically effectively regularly forcibly constrain, 2 million Australians each year by forced hospitalisation, forced injections of (lethal side effects) toxic debilitating drugs and forced electro-shock treatments. This is happening now.

In addition to the vast set of new friends I have now met through Nish’s strong advocacy having suffered deep human rights abuses in Australia, there is a worldwide growing movement in train that is very active in changing things and bringing about lawful remedies for the truly horrific procedures that are being forcefully applied to vulnerable good people. There are appalling stories of highly intelligent, high-achieving and very normal peers of us that have been almost destroyed by these Psychiatric Industry parasites; just one notable examples is: David Oaks. I am utterly enraged by what was brutally to done to decent intelligent people such as Eleanor Longden, David Oaks and so many others.

Nish has been subjected to unbelievable barbaric tortures that are still being undertaken, is now fully recovered thankfully and has set her great talents to work to become a strong Advocate for those working to have the psychiatric industry examined at law and has developed this petition to have things changed.

This petition s about a massive global human rights movement, about stopping real barbaric torture deliberately concocted in the guise of medicine. It’s about making transparent the lies and propaganda; the mass hypnosis of pseudo-science; the deliberate fear, shaming, dehumanising and ignorance. Please don’t leave your name off this document.

I deeply appreciate your help if you please sign OUR petition: PETITION: >>

To also pass this petition on to a friend asking to continually pass it on to their friends will create a storm of goodness to stop Psychiatric Industry parasite destruction.
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